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Lead with character. Change the game.

Your athletes commit to performing at their highest levels, and New Balance develops the gear to match. Our pinnacle performance footwear, apparel and custom orders arrive when you need them, so you can focus on the season ahead.

Help your team break away from the pack, and together you’ll change the game.
NEW BALANCE TECHNOLOGY

NB DRY technology draws moisture away from the body and skin to the garment’s outer layer where it evaporates into the atmosphere.

NB DRY feels good against the skin and performs on and off the field. It maintains an athlete’s cool, comfortable and dry state.

FEARLESSNESS (MINDSET)

PROVENANCE - ORIGIN/AUTHENTICITY/QUALITY/UNIQUENESS

COMFORT

ZERO DISTRACTION - SURPASS CONSUMER/USER EXPECTATIONS

PERFORMANCE

BREATHABILITY / FUNCTION / MOBILITY
AND DESIGN

ERGONOMIC FIT
RAGLAN SLEEVE CONSTRUCTION TO AID FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT FOR OVERALL COMFORT

MESH PANELLING
MESH STRUCTURES TO INCREASE AIR FLOW IN KEY AREAS

MEGA NB is a brand graphic that has been created from New Balance's existing "Flying NB" as a secondary branding device for the football business unit.

FLEXIBILITY
SIDE SEAM SPLIT WITH DROP BACK HEM DETAIL TO AID MOVEMENT AND FLEXIBILITY

WORKING AESTHETICS
MESH INSERT TO ENHANCE BREATHABILITY AND COLOUR BLOCK INTEREST

PROTECTION
PROTECTIVE ANKLE ZONE
CUSHIONED ACHILLES
ZONAL CALF PROTECTION

COMFORT
MARL BLEND FOOTBED FOR A SOFT TOUCH
CUSHIONED HEEL AND TOE
YOU CAN CHANGE THE GAME WITH CUSTOMIZED NEW BALANCE APPAREL

How to customize your Team Jerseys:

1. Select your design style
2. Add your desired colors & features
3. Personalize with names & numbers
4. Save and send to Sales Pro
MENS, WOMENS, & YOUTH UNIFORMS
GAME SS JERSEY

$40.00

MEN - MT90414
WOMEN - WT90414
YOUTH - JT90414

+ Heat transfer NB logo to front chest
+ Polyester fabric to front body and sleeves
+ Flat knit rib, v neck collar
+ Mesh side seam panel for comfort and performance
+ Forward shoulder seam

NEW 5/1/19
S, M, L, XL, 2XL
XS, S, M, L, XL

+ Mesh back panel for zonal ventilation
+ Heat transfer mega speed logo to cuff
+ NB dry heat transfer logo to rear of jersey
+ Imported

BDY

TACKLE SHORT

$32.00

MEN - MS90427
WOMEN - WS90427
YOUTH - JS90427

+ Heat transfer NB logo to lower leg
+ Main body interlock, knitted fabric
+ Internal drawcord
+ Mesh gusset
+ Mesh side panel in contrast color

NEW 5/1/19
S, M, L, XL, 2XL
XS, S, M, L, XL

+ NB dry heat transfer logo to rear of short
+ Imported

BDY

IN STOCK
READY TO SHIP
BRIGHTON SS JERSEY
INLINE UNIFORMS

+$23.00 MEN - MT71388
+$23.00 WOMEN - WT71388
+$21.00 YOUTH - JT71388

+ NB Dry moisture management system
+ 100% Polyester
+ Athletic fit
+ Mesh back panel to jersey for breathability and comfort

C/O
S, M, L, XL, 2XL
XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL
XS, S, M, L, XL

*Refers to colors that are available in size Youth XS.

IN STOCK
READY TO SHIP

BRIGHTON SHORT
INLINE UNIFORMS

+$21.00 MEN - MS71389
+$21.00 WOMEN - WS71389
+$19.00 YOUTH - JS71389

+ NB Dry moisture management system
+ 100% Polyester interlock fabric
+ 9” inseam
+ Elasticated waistband with drawcord for fit

C/O
S, M, L, XL, 2XL
XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL
XS, S, M, L, XL

IN STOCK
READY TO SHIP
**CHAMPION SS JERSEY**

**CHAMPION LS JERSEY**

$50.00

**MEN** - MT90404  
**WOMEN** - WT90404  
**YOUTH** - JT90404

+ Embroidered NB logo to front chest  
+ Polyester fabric with printed gradient graphic to front body  
+ Mesh shoulder panel for comfort and performance  
+ Side seam split for range of movement  
+ Flat knit rib, round neck collar  
+ Raglan sleeve construction

NEW 5/1/19

S, M, L, XL, 2XL  
XS, S, M, L, XL  
XS, S, M, L, XL

+ Heat transfer mega speed logo to cuff  
+ NB dry heat transfer logo to rear of jersey  
+ Shoulder panel to sleeve  
+ Dropped back hem  
+ Mesh back panel for zonal ventilation  
+ Imported

**Champion SS Jersey**

- Embroidered NB logo to front chest  
- Polyester fabric with printed gradient graphic to front body  
- Mesh shoulder panel for comfort and performance  
- Side seam split for range of movement  
- Flat knit rib, round neck collar  
- Raglan sleeve construction

**Champion LS Jersey**

- Embroidered NB logo to front chest  
- Polyester fabric with printed gradient graphic to front body  
- Mesh shoulder panel for comfort and performance  
- Side seam split for range of movement  
- Flat knit rib, round neck collar  
- Raglan sleeve construction

NEW 5/1/19

S, M, L, XL, 2XL  
XS, S, M, L, XL  
XS, S, M, L, XL

+ Heat transfer mega speed logo to cuff  
+ NB dry heat transfer logo to rear of jersey  
+ Shoulder panel to sleeve  
+ Dropped back hem  
+ Mesh back panel for zonal ventilation  
+ Imported

**WT**  
White  
**HRD**  
High Risk Red  
**TRY**  
Team Royal  
**GNM**  
Gunmetal  
**AKK**  
Alpha Pink  
**HIL**  
Hi-Lite  

**WT**  
White  
**HRD**  
High Risk Red  
**TRY**  
Team Royal  
**GNM**  
Gunmetal  
**AKK**  
Alpha Pink  
**HIL**  
Hi-Lite
CHEVRON 2 SS JERSEY

$50.00

MEN - MT90406
WOMEN - WT90406
YOUTH - JT90406

+ Heat transfer NB logo to front chest
+ Polyester fabric with printed chevron graphic to front body
+ Mesh shoulder/sleeve for comfort and performance
+ Side seam split for range of movement
+ Flat knit rib, wrap over v neck collar
+ Raglan sleeve construction

NEW 5/1/19
S, M, L, XL, 2XL
XS, S, M, L, XL
XS, S, M, L, XL

CHEVRON 2 LS JERSEY

$55.00

MEN - MT90407
WOMEN - WT90407
YOUTH - JT90407

+ Heat transfer NB logo to front chest
+ Polyester fabric with printed chevron graphic to front body
+ Mesh shoulder/sleeve for comfort and performance
+ Side seam split for range of movement
+ Flat knit rib, wrap over v neck collar
+ Raglan sleeve construction

NEW 5/1/19
S, M, L, XL, 2XL
XS, S, M, L, XL
XS, S, M, L, XL
**STRIPPED SS JERSEY**

$45.00

**MEN - MT90408**  
**WOMEN - WT90408**  
**YOUTH - JT90408**  

+ Heat transfer NB logo to front chest  
+ Polyester fabric with printed, gradient stripe detail to front body  
+ Flat knit rib, V neck collar  
+ Rear lumbar panel in polyester fabric with printed, gradient stripe detail  
+ Side seam split for range of movement  
+ Raglan sleeve construction

NEW 5/1/19  

S, M, L, XL, 2XL  
XS, S, M, L, XL  
XS, S, M, L, XL

- Heat transfer mega speed logo to cuff  
- NB dry heat transfer logo to rear of jersey  
- Dropped back hem  
- Mesh back panel for zonal ventilation  
- Imported

**STRIPPED LS JERSEY**

$50.00

**MEN - MT90409**  
**WOMEN - WT90409**  
**YOUTH - JT90409**  

+ Heat transfer NB logo to front chest  
+ Polyester fabric with printed, gradient stripe detail to front body  
+ Flat knit rib, V neck collar  
+ Rear lumbar panel in polyester fabric with printed, gradient stripe detail  
+ Side seam split for range of movement  
+ Raglan sleeve construction

NEW 5/1/19  

S, M, L, XL, 2XL  
XS, S, M, L, XL  
XS, S, M, L, XL

- Heat transfer mega speed logo to cuff  
- NB dry heat transfer logo to rear of jersey  
- Dropped back hem  
- Mesh back panel for zonal ventilation  
- Imported
HOOPED SS JERSEY

$45.00

MEN - MT90410
WOMEN - WT90410
YOUTH - JT90410

+ Heat transfer NB logo to front chest
+ Polyester fabric with printed, gradient hoop detail to front body
+ Flat knit rib, round neck collar
+ Rear lumbar panel in polyester fabric with printed, hoop detail
+ Side seam split for range of movement
+ Raglan sleeve construction

NEW 5/1/19

S, M, L, XL, 2XL
XS, S, M, L, XL

TRW
Team Royal/White

NHR
Navy/High Risk Red

BKW
Black/White

AKB
Alpha Pink/Black

BOA
Black/Alpha Orange

HOOPED LS JERSEY

$50.00

MEN - MT90411
WOMEN - WT90411
YOUTH - JT90411

+ Heat transfer NB logo to front chest
+ Polyester fabric with printed, gradient hoop detail to front body
+ Flat knit rib, round neck collar
+ Rear lumbar panel in polyester fabric with printed, hoop detail
+ Side seam split for range of movement
+ Raglan sleeve construction

NEW 5/1/19

S, M, L, XL, 2XL
XS, S, M, L, XL

TRW
Team Royal/White

NHR
Navy/High Risk Red

BKW
Black/White

AKB
Alpha Pink/Black

BOA
Black/Alpha Orange
SASH 2 SS JERSEY

$45.00

MEN - MT90412
WOMEN - WT90412
YOUTH - JT90412

+ Heat transfer NB logo to front chest
+ Polyester fabric with printed, gradient sash detail to front body
+ Flat knit rib, round neck collar
+ Mesh shoulder/sleeve for comfort and performance
+ Side seam split for range of movement
+ Raglan sleeve construction

NEW 5/1/19

S, M, L, XL, 2XL
XS, S, M, L, XL

SASH 2 LS JERSEY

$50.00

MEN - MT90413
WOMEN - WT90413
YOUTH - JT90413

+ Heat transfer NB logo to front chest
+ Polyester fabric with printed, gradient sash detail to front body
+ Flat knit rib, round neck collar
+ Mesh shoulder/sleeve for comfort and performance
+ Side seam split for range of movement
+ Raglan sleeve construction

NEW 5/1/19

S, M, L, XL, 2XL
XS, S, M, L, XL
STRIKE SS JERSEY

$45.00

**MEN** - MT90416

**WOMEN** - WT90416

**YOUTH** - JT90416

- Heat transfer NB logo to front chest
- Polyester fabric to front body and sleeves
- Flat knit rib, round neck collar
- Mesh side seam panel and lumbar panel for comfort and performance
- Mesh back panel for zonal ventilation

NEW 5/1/19

- S, M, L, XL, 2XL
- XS, S, M, L, XL

**WT**
- White

**HRD**
- High Risk Red

**NV**
- Navy

**JGN**
- Jolly Green

**GNM**
- Gunmetal

**AKK**
- Alpha Pink

STRIKE LS JERSEY

$50.00

**MEN** - MT90417

**WOMEN** - WT90417

**YOUTH** - JT90417

- Heat transfer NB logo to front chest
- Polyester fabric to front body and sleeves
- Flat knit rib, round neck collar
- Mesh side seam panel and lumbar panel for comfort and performance
- Mesh back panel for zonal ventilation

NEW 5/1/19

- S, M, L, XL, 2XL
- XS, S, M, L, XL

**WT**
- White

**HRD**
- High Risk Red

**NV**
- Navy

**JGN**
- Jolly Green

**GNM**
- Gunmetal

**AKK**
- Alpha Pink
CUP SS JERSEY

$60.00

MEN - MT90400
WOMEN - WT90400
YOUTH - JT90400

+ Embroidered NB logo to front chest
+ One button placket
+ Polyester fabric to front body with printed stripe detail
+ Mesh underarm for performance
+ Side seam split for range of movement
+ Flat knit rib collar stand
+ Raglan sleeve construction

NEW 5/1/19

S, M, L, XL, 2XL
XS, S, M, L, XL
XS, S, M, L, XL

CUP LS JERSEY

$65.00

MEN - MT90401
WOMEN - WT90401
YOUTH - JT90401

+ Embroidered NB logo to front chest
+ One button placket
+ Polyester fabric to front body with printed stripe detail
+ Mesh underarm for performance
+ Side seam split for range of movement
+ Flat knit rib collar stand
+ Raglan sleeve construction

NEW 5/1/19

S, M, L, XL, 2XL
XS, S, M, L, XL
XS, S, M, L, XL

BK Black
WT White
TRY Team Royal
HRD High Risk Red
NV Navy
AO Alpha Orange

BK Black
WT White
TRY Team Royal
HRD High Risk Red
NV Navy
AO Alpha Orange

UNIFORMS // 19
TURF SS JERSEY

$35.00

MEN - MT90418
WOMEN - WT90418
YOUTH - JT90418

+ Heat transfer NB logo to front chest
+ Jersey in full mesh fabric for comfort and breathability
+ Flat knit rib, round neck collar
+ Forward shoulder seam
+ Shaped side seams to give added detailing

NEW 5/1/19

S, M, L, XL, 2XL
XS, S, M, L, XL
XS, S, M, L, XL

Heat transfer mega speed logo to cuff
NB dry heat transfer logo to rear of jersey
Imported

TURF LS JERSEY

$40.00

MEN - MT90419
WOMEN - WT90419
YOUTH - JT90419

+ Heat transfer NB logo to front chest
+ Jersey in full mesh fabric for comfort and breathability
+ Flat knit rib, round neck collar
+ Forward shoulder seam
+ Shaped side seams to give added detailing

NEW 5/1/19

S, M, L, XL, 2XL
XS, S, M, L, XL
XS, S, M, L, XL

Heat transfer mega speed logo to cuff
NB dry heat transfer logo to rear of jersey
Imported
TEAM SS JERSEY

$30.00

MEN - MT90420
WOMEN - WT90420
YOUTH - JT90420

* Heat transfer NB logo to front chest
* Mesh shoulder/sleeve for comfort and performance
* Flat knit rib, v neck collar
* Forward shoulder seam
* Heat transfer mega speed logo

NEW 5/1/19
S, M, L, XL, 2XL
XS, S, M, L, XL
XS, S, M, L, XL

TEAM LS JERSEY

$35.00

MEN - MT90421
WOMEN - WT90421
YOUTH - JT90421

* Heat transfer NB logo to front chest
* Mesh shoulder/sleeve for comfort and performance
* Flat knit rib, v neck collar
* Forward shoulder seam
* Heat transfer mega speed logo

NEW 5/1/19
S, M, L, XL, 2XL
XS, S, M, L, XL
XS, S, M, L, XL

WT
White
HRD
High Risk Red
TRY
Team Royal
NV
Navy
BK
Black
GNM
Gunmetal
HIL
Hi-Lite
AKK
Alpha Pink
**PENALTY SS GK JERSEY**

**$45.00**

**MEN** - MT90422  
**WOMEN** - WT90422  
**YOUTH** - JT90422  

- Heat transfer NB logo to front chest  
- Polyester fabric with printed graphic to front body  
- Side seam split for range of movement  
- Flat knit rib, round neck collar  
- Raglan sleeve construction  

**NEW 5/1/19**

- Heat transfer mega speed logo to cuff  
- NB dry heat transfer logo to rear of jersey  
- Dropped back hem  
- Mesh back panel for zonal ventilation  
- Imported

![PENALTY SS GK JERSEY](image)

**PENALTY LS GK JERSEY**

**$50.00**

**MEN** - MT90423  
**WOMEN** - WT90423  
**YOUTH** - JT90423  

- Heat transfer NB logo to front chest  
- Polyester fabric with printed graphic to front body  
- Side seam split for range of movement  
- Flat knit rib, round neck collar  
- Raglan sleeve construction  

**NEW 5/1/19**

- Heat transfer mega speed logo to cuff  
- NB dry heat transfer logo to rear of jersey  
- Dropped back hem  
- Mesh back panel for zonal ventilation  
- Imported

![PENALTY LS GK JERSEY](image)
POST SS GK JERSEY

$35.00

MEN - MT90424
WOMEN - WT90424
YOUTH - JT90424

+ Heat transfer NB logo to front chest
+ Polyester fabric to front body and sleeves
+ Flat knit rib, round neck collar
+ Side seam panel for comfort and performance. Half mesh, half polyester panel
+ Forward shoulder seam

NEW 5/1/19

S, M, L, XL, 2XL
XS, S, M, L, XL

+ Mesh back panel for zonal ventilation
+ Heat transfer mega speed logo to cuff
+ NB dry heat transfer logo to rear of jersey
+ Imported

AKK Alpha Pink
AO Alpha Orange
JGN Jolly Green
HIL Hi-Lite
BK Black
GNM Gunmetal

POST LS GK JERSEY

$40.00

MEN - MT90425
WOMEN - WT90425
YOUTH - JT90425

+ Heat transfer NB logo to front chest
+ Polyester fabric to front body and sleeves
+ Flat knit rib, round neck collar
+ Side seam panel for comfort and performance. Half mesh, half polyester panel
+ Forward shoulder seam

NEW 5/1/19

S, M, L, XL, 2XL
XS, S, M, L, XL

+ Mesh back panel for zonal ventilation
+ Heat transfer mega speed logo to cuff
+ NB dry heat transfer logo to rear of jersey
+ Imported

AKK Alpha Pink
AO Alpha Orange
JGN Jolly Green
HIL Hi-Lite
BK Black
GNM Gunmetal
REPLAY SS JERSEY

$55.00

**Men** - MT90402
**Women** - WT90402
**Youth** - JT90402

- Embroidered NB logo to front chest
- Polyester fabric with printed graphic to front body
- Side seam split for range of movement
- Flat knit rib, wrap over v neck collar
- Raglan sleeve construction
- Heat transfer mega speed logo to cuff

NEW 5/1/19

- NB dry heat transfer logo to rear of jersey
- Shoulder panel to sleeve
- Dropped back hem
- Mesh back panel for zonal ventilation
- Imported

- RD
  - Red Pepper
- TR
  - Team Royal
- NV
  - Navy
- HI
  - Hi-Lite
- BK
  - Black

WT
- White

REPLAY LS JERSEY

$60.00

**Men** - MT90403
**Women** - WT90403
**Youth** - JT90402

- Embroidered NB logo to front chest
- Polyester fabric with printed graphic to front body
- Side seam split for range of movement
- Flat knit rib, wrap over v neck collar
- Raglan sleeve construction
- Heat transfer mega speed logo to cuff

NEW 5/1/19

- NB dry heat transfer logo to rear of jersey
- Shoulder panel to sleeve
- Dropped back hem
- Mesh back panel for zonal ventilation
- Imported

- RD
  - Red Pepper
- TR
  - Team Royal
- NV
  - Navy
- HI
  - Hi-Lite
- BK
  - Black

WT
- White
GAME LS JERSEY

$45.00
MEN - MT90415
WOMEN - WT90415
YOUTH - JT90415

+ Heat transfer NB logo to front chest
+ Polyester fabric to front body and sleeves
+ Flat knit rib, v neck collar
+ Mesh side seam panel for comfort and performance
+ Forward shoulder seam

NEW 5/1/19
S, M, L, XL, 2XL
XS, S, M, L, XL

TOURNAMENT SHORT

$40.00
MEN - MS90428
WOMEN - WS90428
YOUTH - JS90428

+ Heat transfer NB logo to lower leg
+ Main body interlock, knitted fabric
+ Internal drawcord
+ Mesh gusset
+ Mesh side panel in contrast color

NEW 5/1/19
S, M, L, XL, 2XL
XS, S, M, L, XL
**MATCH SHORT**

**$25.00**

**NEW 5/1/19**

**MEN** - MS90426  
**WOMEN** - WS90426  
**YOUTH** - J90426

- Heat transfer NB logo to lower leg
- Main body interlock, knitted fabric
- Internal drawcord
- Mesh gusset
- Self fabric tipping to lower leg

**Colors**

- WK White/Black
- HWH High Risk Red/White
- WHR White/High Risk Red
- RPW Red Pepper/White
- TRW Team Royal/White
- NW Navy/White
- BGM Black/Gunmetal
- BKW Black/White
- GUB Gunmetal/Black
- JGW Jolly Green/White
- HBL Hi-Lite/Black
- AKB Alpha Pink/Black
- BAK Black/Alpha Pink
- OBL Alpha Orange/Black

**MATCH SOCK**

**$12.00**

**NEW 5/1/19**

**UNISEX** - MA90429

- New Balance logo knitted to front leg
- 2X2 rib welt
- Cushioned heel and toe

**Colors**

- WK White/Black
- BKW Black/White
- HWH High Risk Red/White
- RPW Red Pepper/White
- TRW Team Royal/White
- NW Navy/White
- BGM Black/Gunmetal
- GUB Gunmetal/Black
- JGW Jolly Green/White
- HBL Hi-Lite/Black
- AKB Alpha Pink/Black
- OBL Alpha Orange/Black
TACKLE SOCK

$15.00
UNISEX - MA90430

+ New Balance logo knitted to front leg
+ 2x2 rib welt
+ Cushioned achilles / ankle protection
+ Cushioned toe
+ 100% Polyester
+ Imported

NEW 5/1/19
XS-L

TOURNAMENT SOCK

$18.00
UNISEX - MA90431

+ New Balance logo knitted to front leg
+ 2x2 rib welt in contrast color
+ Cushioned achilles / ankle protection
+ Cushioned calf protection
+ Coolmax cotton foot bed for comfort and breathability
+ Polyester/Cotton mix
+ Imported

NEW 5/1/19
XS-L
MEN’S TRAINING APPAREL
PERFORMANCE TECH POLO

$45.00
MEN - TMMT714
+ 100% Polyester
+ Knit Rib Collar
+ 3-button placket
+ Relaxed Fit

NEW
XS-3XL/MT - 3XLT
+ NB Dry moisture wicking
+ NB Fresh anti-odor

FRESH

Dry

RALLY POLO

$50.00
MEN - TMMT715
+ 100% Polyester
+ Jacquard Stripe pattern
+ Knit Rib Collar with contrast tipping
+ 3-button placket

NEW
XS-3XL
+ Relaxed Fit
+ NB Dry moisture wicking

Dry
SS TECH TEE

$24.00
C/O
MEN - TMMT500

* Material: 100% Polyester
* Athletic Fit

+ NB heat transfer logo at top of right shoulder

wt
White

dh
Dark Heather
	tbk
Team Black

tdg
Team Dark Green

tmo
Team Orange

tnv
Team Navy

tpu
Team Purple

tmr
Team Maroon

tre
Team Red

try
Team Royal

cb
Columbia Blue

atg
Athletic Gold

sdr
Sedona Red

tmc
Team Cardinal

ls tech tee

$28.00
C/O
MEN - TMMT501

* Material: 100% Polyester
* Athletic Fit

+ NB heat transfer logo at top of right shoulder

Dh
Dark Heather

tbk
Team Black

tdg
Team Dark Green

Tnv
Team Navy

Tre
Team Red

Try
Team Royal

Wt
White

Sdr
Sedona Red
TECH SHORT

$30.00
MEN - TMMS555

+ Material: 90% Polyester, 10% Spandex
+ 9 inch inseam
+ Elasticated waist with internal drawcord
+ NB heat transfer logo to left leg
+ Side seam pockets

Material: 90% Polyester, 10% Spandex
9 inch inseam
Elasticated waist with internal drawcord
NB heat transfer logo to left leg
Side seam pockets

TECH FIT PANT

$55.00
MEN - TMMP599

+ Material: 100% Polyester
+ Inner draw cord
+ NB heat transfer logo at left hip
+ Side seam pockets
+ Zipper leg openings

Material: 100% Polyester
Inner draw cord
NB heat transfer logo at left hip
Side seam pockets
Zipper leg openings
**TRAVEL HOODIE**

$70.00  
**NEW**  
**MEN - KMJ9006**  
XS-3XL/MT - 3XLT  
+ 86% Polyester/14% Cotton  
+ Zippered hand pockets  
+ NB Dry  
+ Brushed-back fleece  
+ Scuba Hood

- Light Grey  
- Team Black  
- Team Navy

**TRAVEL PANT**

$60.00  
**NEW**  
**MEN - KMP9006**  
XS-3XL/MT - 3XLT  
+ 86% Polyester/14% Cotton  
+ Gripper tape waistband  
+ NB Dry  
+ Brushed-back fleece  
+ Side seam pockets  
+ Leg zips

- Light Grey  
- Team Black  
- Team Navy
ATHLETICS HALF ZIP

$65.00
MEN - TFMT968
NEW 7/1/19
XS-3XL

+ 9/10 midweight NB HEAT
polyspandex thermal knit
+ Ergonomic design to enhance
fit and reduce potential
irritation
+ Sleeve thumb holes

+ Zippered stash pocket at side
seam
+ Mesh insets for breathability
+ Athletic fit

PERFORMANCE TECH HOODIE

$55.00
MEN - TMMT719
NEW 7/1/19
XS-3XL

+ 100% Polyester brushed-back fleece
+ Front pouch pocket

+ Adjustable hood
LIGHTWEIGHT SOLID HALF ZIP

$60.00  
MEN - TMMT710  
+ 88% polyester, 12% spandex.  
+ Brushed-back, stretch performance fleece.  
+ Pouch pocket.  
+ Heat transfer NB logo

C/O  
S-3XL

GNM  
TBK  
TNV  
TRY  
TRE  
MHG  
TDG  
Gunmetal  
Team Black  
Team Navy  
Team Royal  
Team Red  
Heather Grey  
Team Dark Green

KNIT TRAINING JACKET

$70.00  
MEN - TMMJ720  
+ 86% Polyester/14% Cotton  
+ Raglan sleeve detail  
+ Zippered hand pockets  
+ NB Dry

NEW 7/1/19  
XS-3XL

TBK  
TNV  
TRE  
TRY  
GN  
Team Black  
Team Navy  
Team Red  
Team Royal  
Team Green
NB CREW FLEECE

$45.00
MEN - TMMT718
NEW 7/1/19
XS-3XL
+ 60% Cotton/40% Polyester brushed back fleece
+ Knit rib cuffs & waistband
+ NB embroidery at front neck

MGH Grey Heather
BKH Black Heather

NB FLEECE JOGGER

$50.00
MEN - TMMP718
NEW 7/1/19
XS-3XL
+ 60% Cotton/40% Polyester brushed-back fleece
+ Knit rib cuffs
+ Side-seam pockets
+ Drawcord at waistband

MGH Grey Heather
BKH Black Heather
NB FLEECE HOODIE

$50.00

MEN - TMMT502

C/O XS-3XL

+ 40% Polyester/60% Cotton
+ Pouch Pocket
+ Knit rib cuffs & waistband

ALY
TNV
TRE
TRY
BKH
Alloy
Team Navy
Team Red
Team Royal
Black Heather

NB FLEECE PANT

$50.00

MEN - TMMP502

C/O XS-3XL

+ 40% Polyester and 60% Cotton
+ Internal drawcord
+ NB embroidery at left hip
+ Open bottom with elastic and toggle for option to cinch
+ Side seam pockets

ALY
BKH
TNV
TRE
TRY
Alloy
Black Heather
Team Navy
Team Red
Team Royal
ATHLETICS JACKET

$80.00
MEN - TFMJ770
+ 100% lightweight and breathable polyester performance woven fabric
+ Ergonomic design to enhance fit and reduce potential irritation
+ Wind and water resistant

C/O 9/1/15
XS-3XL

+ Zippered hand pockets
+ Ankle length with leg opening zippers
+ Athlete specific competition fit
+ Athletic Fit
+ Imported

ATHLETICS WOVEN PANT

$65.00
MEN - TFMP760
+ Athletic Fit
+ Lightweight Woven shell
+ Zippered hand pockets
+ Wind/Water Resistant

C/O 9/1/15
XS-3XL

+ Mesh Body Lining
+ Lower leg Zipper
NB SIDELINE JACKET

$120.00
MEN - TMMJ718

+ 100% Polyester woven Shell
+ 140gm Synthetic Fill
+ Hip length
+ Adjustable cuffs

NEW
XS-3XL

+ Zippered hand pockets
+ Internal media pocket
+ NB Heat

LG
Light Grey

TBK
Team Black

NB RAIN JACKET

$130.00
MEN - TMMJ721

+ 100% Polyester woven, waterproof, seam-sealed shell
+ Zippered hand pockets

NEW
XS-3XL

+ Adjustable hood
+ Adjustable cuff straps

TBK
Team Black
SS COMPRESSION TOP

$35.00
MEN - TMMT707

+ 88% Polyester and 12% Spandex
+ Flatlock seams help decrease chafing;
+ Slight droptail hem

C/O
XS-3XL

+ NB heat transfer logo at top of right shoulder

BK
Black

WT
White

LS COMPRESSION TOP

$40.00
MEN - TMMT708

+ 88% Polyester and 12% Spandex
+ Flatlock seams help decrease chafing
+ Slight droptail hem

C/O
XS-3XL

+ NB heat transfer logo at top of right shoulder

BK
Black

WT
White
NB COMP SHORT

$30.00
MEN - TMMS609

- 88% Polyester and 12% Spandex
- Flatlock seams help decrease chafing
- NB heat transfer logo at left leg

C/O
XS-3XL

+$88% Polyester and 12% Spandex
+$Flatlock seams help decrease chafing
+$NB heat transfer logo at left leg

BK
Black

NB PERF TECH TIGHT

$40.00
MEN - TMMP701

- 88% Polyester and 12% Spandex
- Flatlock seams help decrease chafing
- Mesh panels in hot zone behind the knee for breathability
- Soft touch embossed waistband
- NB heat transfer logo at left hip

C/O
XS-3XL

+$88% Polyester and 12% Spandex
+$Flatlock seams help decrease chafing
+$Mesh panels in hot zone behind the knee for breathability
+$Soft touch embossed waistband
+$NB heat transfer logo at left hip

BK
Black

WT
White
WOMEN’S TRAINING APPAREL
PERFORMANCE TECH POLO

$45.00

**WOMEN** - TMWT714

+ 100% Polyester
+ Knit Rib Collar
+ 3-button placket
+ Relaxed Fit
+ NB Dry moisture wicking
+ NB Fresh anti-odor

**NEW**
XS-2XL

TRE
Team Red

WT
White

LG
Light Grey

TBK
Team Black

TNV
Team Navy

TRY
Team Royal

SS TECH TEE

$24.00

**WOMENS** - TMWT500

+ 100% polyester
+ Sweat-wicking (NB DRY) and odor-resistant treatment

C/O
XS-2X

WT
White

DH
Dark Heather

TBK
Team Black

TDG
Team Dark Green

TMO
Team Orange

TMR
Team Maroon

CB
Columbia Blue

TNV
Team Navy

TRE
Team Red

TRY
Team Royal

TNC
Team Cardinal

TPU
Team Purple
LS TECH TEE

$28.00

WOMEN - TMWT501

+ 100% polyester
+ Sweat-wicking (NB DRY) and odor-resistant treatment (NB FRESH)
+ NB heat seal at top right shoulder

WT  White
DH  Dark Heather
TBK  Team Black
TNY  Team Navy
TRE  Team Red
TRY  Team Royal

4 INCH TECH SHORT

$30.00

WOMEN - TMWS555

+ Material: 90% Polyester/10% Spandex
+ 4 inch inseam
+ Elasticated waist with internal drawcord
+ NB heat transfer logo to left leg
+ Side seam pockets

DH  Dark Heather
TBK  Team Black
TRE  Team Red
TRY  Team Royal
TNV  Team Navy
CB Columbia Blue
TECH FIT PANT

$55.00 WOMEN
WOMEN - TMWP599

+ Material: 100% Polyester
+ Inner draw cord
+ NB heat transfer logo at left hip
+ Side seam pockets
+ Zipper leg openings

C/O
XS-2XL

BLACK

KNIT TRAINING JACKET

$70.00 WOMEN
WOMEN - TMWJ720

+ Material: 100% Polyester
+ Elasticated cuffs with binding detail to hem for fit
+ Two way center front zipper
+ Zippered hand pockets
+ NB heat transfer logo to right chest

NEW
XS-2XL

BLACK
NAVY
RED
ROYAL
**TRAVEL HOODIE**

$70.00

NEW

WOMEN - KWJ9006

+ 86% Polyester/14% Cotton
+ Brushed-back fleece
+ Scuba Hood

NEW

XS-3XL

+ Zippered hand pockets
+ NB Dry

**TRAVEL PANT**

$60.00

NEW

WOMEN - KWP9006

+ 86% Polyester/14% Cotton
+ Brushed-back fleece
+ Side seam pockets
+ Leg zips

NEW

XS-3XL

+ Gripper tape waistband
+ NB Dry

**LG**

Light Grey

**TBK**

Team Black

**TNV**

Team Navy

**LG**

Light Grey

**TBK**

Team Black

**TNV**

Team Navy
ATHLETICS HALF ZIP

$65.00
WOMEN - TFWT968
NEW 7/1/19
2XS-2XL
+ 91/9 midweight NB HEAT polypeandex thermal knit
+ Ergonomic design to enhance fit and reduce potential irritation
+ Sleeve thumb holes
+ Zippered stash pocket at side seam
+ Mesh insets for breathability
+ Athlete specific competition fit
+ Athletic fit

LIGHTWEIGHT SOLID HALF ZIP

$60.00
WOMEN - TMWT710
C/O
XS-2XL
+ Material: 88% Polyester, 12% Spandex
+ Athletic Fit
+ Brushed-back, stretch performance fleece
+ Front pouch pocket
+ NB heat transfer logo to right chest
ATHLETICS JACKET

$80.00

WOMEN - TFWJ770

$65.00

WOMEN - TFWP760

+ 100% lightweight and breathable polyester performance woven fabric
+ Ergonomic design to enhance fit and reduce potential irritation
+ Wind and water resistant
+ Zippered hand pockets

ATHLETICS WOVEN PANT

+ Ankle length with leg opening zippers
+ Athlete specific competition fit
+ Athletic Fit
+ Imported

ATHLETICS WOVEN PANT

+ Ankle length with leg opening zippers
+ Athlete specific competition fit
+ Athletic Fit
+ Imported
SS COMPRESSION TOP

$35.00

**WOMEN - TMWT707**

* Material: 88% Polyester and 12% Spandex
* Flatlock seams help decrease chafing
* Slight droptail hem
* NB heat transfer logo at top of right shoulder

C/O

XS-2XL

**WT**

White

**TBK**

Team Black

---

LS COMPRESSION TOP

$40.00

**WOMEN - TMWT708**

* Material: 88% Polyester and 12% Spandex
* Flatlock seams help decrease chafing
* Slight droptail hem
* NB heat transfer logo at top of right shoulder
* Imported

**FRESH**

**DRY**

C/O

XS-2XL

**TBK**

Team Black

**WT**

White
COMPRESSION TIGHT

$40.00

WOMEN - TMWP701

+ Material: 88% Polyester and 12% Spandex
+ Flatlock seams help decrease chafing
+ Mesh panels in hot zone behind the knee for breathability

C/O

XS-2XL

TBK
Team Black

WT
White

FRESH

DRI

COMPRESSION SHORT

$30.00

WOMEN - TMWS609

+ Material: 88% Polyester and 12% Spandex
+ 4 inch inseam
+ Flatlock seams help decrease chafing

C/O

XS-2XL

TBK
Team Black

WT
White

FRESH

DRI
FOOTWEAR, EQUIPMENT & ACCESSORIES
442 PRO FG
WEAR YOUR COLORS

New 5/1/19
D 4-13*
2E 4-13*

MSRP 119.95

+ Premium kangaroo leather vamp
+ Molded and removable Ortholite® insert
+ Perforated synthetic PU collar
+ TPU with inlaid nylon chassis and conical studs

MSCPFWB1
Black

MSCPFGW1
Green

MSCPFRW1
Royal

MSCPFSW1
Scarlet

MSCPFWB1
White

MSCPFBW1
Black

MSCTFBW1
Black

MSCCTFW1
Scarlet

MSCTFGW1
Green

MSCCTFW1
Royal

MSCTFSW1
Scarlet

MSCTFBW1
Black

MSCTFGW1
Green

MSCTFSW1
Scarlet

MSCTFBW1
Black

MSCTFGW1
Green

MSCTFSW1
Scarlet
442 TEAM IN

MEN'S SHOES

CARRYOVER

D 6.5-13*
2E 6.5-13*

MSRP 89.95

+ Full grain leather vamp
+ Perforated synthetic PU collar
+ Molded and removable EVA insert

MSCFIBW1
Black

+ Compression molded EVA midsole
+ Rubber outsole for indoor surfaces

442 TEAM TF

MEN'S SHOES

CARRYOVER

D 6.5-13*
2E 6.5-13*

MSRP 89.95

+ Full grain leather vamp
+ Perforated synthetic PU collar
+ Molded and removable EVA insert

MSCFTBW1
Black

+ Compression molded EVA midsole
+ Rubber turf outsole for specific use on turf fields

FREE SHIPPING - DELIVERS IN UNDER 4 WEEKS – IN STOCK – READY TO SHIP
TEAM BALL BACKPACK

$50.00
BG93906G
+ Woven fabric construction
+ One Size

TEAM BALL BAG

$35.00
BG93045G
+ Woven fabric construction
+ One Size

TEAM HOLDALL

$55.00 L / $42.00 M / $35.00 S
BG93910G - LARGE
BG93911G - MEDIUM
BG93912G - SMALL
+ Woven fabric construction
TEAM DYNAMITE REPLICA GK GLOVES

$45.00
NFGJDYN8
+ Woven fabric construction
+ Sizes: 4 – 11 (wholesizes only)

TEAM PLAYER GLOVES

$30.00
EQ93916M
+ Woven fabric construction
+ Sizes: 8, 9, 10, 11
DYNAMITE TEAM BALL
FB93901G

$30.00
FB93901G

+ Hybrid fabric construction
+ Sizes: 4, 5

WB White/Blue
WK White/Black
WSE Scarlet/White

DISPATCH TEAM BALL
FB93902G

$22.00
FB93902G

+ Machine Stitched
+ Sizes: 3, 4, 5

WB White/Blue
WK White/Black
WSE Scarlet/White
DESTROY PRO BALL  
FIFA QUALITY PRO

$100.00
FB93001G
+ Hybrid fabric construction
+ Size 5 only

WHS
White/Supercell

DESTROY PRO HI-VIS BALL  
FIFA QUALITY PRO

$100.00
FB93002G
+ Hybrid fabric construction
+ Size 5 only

HBK
Hi Lite/Black
TEAM BALL PUMP

$21.00
EQ93917G

+ 2 way inflation 'quick-pump' action
+ Pressure gauge reading
+ Pressure release valve
+ Carbon effect etching detail

TEAM CAPTAINS ARMBAND

$10.00
EQ93915M

+ NB branded elasticated CAPTAINS armband

TRAINING BIB

$15.00
MV932040

+ Polyester mesh training bib
+ Heat applied NB logo to front and back body
+ Self fabric binding to neck and arm holes
+ 100% polyester
+ Sizes S, M, L, XL

Colors:
- BK Black
- BKW Black/White
- FLG Fluo Green
- FLO Fluo Orange
- FLY Fluo Yellow